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April General Meeting will be Friday April 17th at 6:30 PM
This is going to be an online meeting.
Dr. Gael Parks will be doing an Acupuncture presentation.
All those interested contact Carole Hills for information on the application
we will be using for the meeting. Only those that have RSVP’d to Carol will
be getting the access codes..
Carole has sent out information to all of our club members.

Please RSVP to Carole Hills at chills37@aol.com
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Diane Schlesinger is sharing information on making a pet plan for your pets during the unstable times
of the COVID-19 virus, but this is also valuable information to have all the time for any emergency.
The written pet plan could be implemented in the event you are temporarily unable to care for your
pets due to illness or hospitalization
See the plan information on the next page.
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Submitted by Diane Schlesinger

This week, at the request of the Wisconsin Humane Society, Diane Schlesinger launched a #makeapetplan
social media campaign. It is her goal to reach pet owners everywhere and for them to make a written pet plan
that could be implemented in the event they are temporarily unable to care for their pets due to illness or hospitalization. It has been shared many times, and she encourages our club members to share it on their social
media as well as take the time to do the following:
1 - Know the facts: According to the CDC, there is no evidence that people can get COVID-19 from pets.
The best place for your pet is inside the home they know and love. If you aren’t feeling well but are still able
to provide care for your pet, please keep them at home with you where they’re most comfortable.
2 - If you become too ill to physically care for your pet or you need to be hospitalized, who can take over for
you? Is there anyone else in your home who could help? Maybe a neighbor, friend, coworker, or family
member who could take them in? Even a groomer, daycare, or boarding facility may be able to help with advance notice. But the most important thing you can do today is come up with two potential pet plans and talk
directly with those people so they’re prepared in case they’re called to action.
3 - Prepare a pet supply kit. It may not seem necessary today, but it will be hugely helpful if you find yourself in an emergency situation without the ability to track down the proper supplies.
If possible, your kit should include:


Name and contact information for the person who can care for your pets



Name and contact information for your
back-up in case your go-to is no longer able
to help



Food, treats, a leash, a couple of toys, and
any other supplies necessary to care for
your pet for at least two weeks



A crate or carrier to transport your pet



Vaccination records



Collar with ID tags (make sure their microchip info is current)



Medications and prescriptions, along with
instructions



Daily care instructions



Your vet's contact info

With your whole family on board and a plan in place, you’ll feel a bit better about your pet’s safety knowing
they’re in good hands no matter what challenges may arise. #makeapetplan
Please make a plan AND share this message with your friends who have pets.
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Sharing How My Dogs and I Are Coping with the COVID-19 Pandemic
By Tommy Dickey
The COVID-19 pandemic is now keeping most of us at home and prohibiting us from enjoying dog activities outside of our
own homes. Here are some of the ways that my Great Pyrenees and I
are coping.
1.
We continue to practice for Rally and Obedience competition at
home. I think it is important for us to think positive and have future happy events to look forward to.
2. We have joined the AKC PupPals Program. Here is the program description: “The AKC PupPals
Program provides people in need of uplifting with a message from a canine friend. Anyone is eligible to
receive a video, including people who are struggling with an illness, the illness/death of a loved one
(human or pet), who are missing a deployed loved one, or who are otherwise struggling through a difficult
time.” Our backyard video is now available through this program. AKC sent us a certificate for our participation (see below)

3. We are doing virtual therapy dog FaceTime visits. This activity began when the mother of one of our
children library reading regulars called me and asked for her daughter to see Summer. We are expanding
this approach to virtually visit a few of our senior citizens, whom we have visited for a considerable
length of time. Since we cannot visit my grandchildren and other family members, I am showing them my
Pyrs using Facetime during our phone calls. We are even going to a Facetime virtual doggie birthday party for ‘Dustie,’ one of our therapy dog buddies.
4. I love writing about my dogs as many of you may know. After publishing our first children’s book,
“The Therapy Dog Adventures of the Great Pyrenees Ted E. Bear and Friends,” we continued with our
recently published book “Rocky and Splash’s First Lighthouse Dog Adventure” (see below). These books
are available on Amazon. With more time stuck at home, we are presently writing two more children’s
dog books that we hope to be available by the end of the year.
5. In the process of writing these books, I have organized many of the pictures I have taken of my dogs
for over a decade. This is an activity that anyone can easily do and expand to create scrapbooks and turning favorites into framed photos for hanging in your home. I have saved some of my favorites on a
memory stick (thumb drive) and plugged the stick into a den television that
sequentially displays the photos. This activity brings back warm memories
and makes me better appreciate past happy times with my friends and dogs.
6. Finally, I think that just cuddling up with my dogs and watching TV
and movies is therapeutic. I am not a big movie guy, but we did enjoy the
movie ‘The Biggest Little Farm” that has some Pyrs in it and was filmed
near where we live.
We hope that this short note may be helpful for all of our dog loving
friends!
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As we all navigate this difficult time together, American Kennel Club has expanded the AKC PupPals
Program so that all people can benefit from the joy a canine friend can bring.
About the Program—
The AKC PupPals Program provides people in need of uplifting with a message from a canine friend. Anyone is eligible to receive a video, including people who are struggling with an illness, the illness/death of
a loved one (human or pet), who are missing a deployed loved one, or who are otherwise struggling
through a difficult time.
AKC Education is seeking videos of your dog to send to people in need of a PupPal. You can learn more
about enrolling a person or dog below.

Nominate a Person—
Anyone can be nominated for an AKC PupPal, including yourself!
If your are nominating a minor, we ask that only the parent/legal guardian nominate a child for a PupPal. If
you know of a child who would benefit from this program, please share this link with the parent/legal guardian.
You may nominate a person or yourself using this form.form.

URL = https://www.akc.org/public-education/akc-puppals-program/
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Pup Pals Continued
Enroll Your Dog—
Would you like your dog to be an AKC PupPal? Dogs of any age or breed (including All-American Dogs)
are welcome to join.
You can enroll your dog by filling out this form and sending us a video. Learn more about how to send the
video here.
Things to consider when making your video:
1. It should be no longer than 1 minute.
2. It should be filmed horizontally (landscape), not vertically (portrait).

1. It should feature your dog and be from your dog’s point of view! It is best if people are not in
the video.
2. Children should not be included in the video.
3. Include in the video information about your dog, including their name, breed (if applicable),
what they enjoy, etc.
4. Show them doing a special trick or otherwise being their awesome self!
5. Include an uplifting message to the recipient. Because you won’t know anything about the recipient, keep the message general.

Frequently Asked Questions—
For Those Receiving a PupPal
Are there any rules about who can receive a PupPal?
Anyone can participate in the AKC PupPal Program. This program is designed to uplift people who are
struggling through a difficult time, whether that be an illness, the illness/death of a loved one (human or
dog), the deployment of a loved one, etc. Anyone that would enjoy a PupPal is welcome to join.
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Pup Pals—Frequently Asked Questions—Continued
Can I sign my student up for a PupPal?
Along with a child’s parent, a teacher is often the first to know that a child is having a hard time. We encourage any teacher/coach etc. who believes a child would benefit from this program to share it with a child’s
parent/guardian. Only the parent/legal guardian of a child can nominate their child for this program.
When will the recipient receive their PupPal?
PupPals will be received in approximately 8-10 business days.
Will a dog owner receive information or communicate with the recipient?
No. Dog owners submit their dog’s video and information to AKC Education. The recipient’s information will
not be communicated to the dog owner and will be kept strictly confidential. It will not be shared with anyone
outside of our staff.

For Dog Owners
What kind of dogs can apply to be a PupPal?
Any dog of any breed (including All-American Dogs) is welcome to apply!
Will my dog or I receive anything for joining the AKC PupPal Program?
Yes! Each participating dog will receive an e-certificate thanking them for their participation.
Can I find out anything about the person that receives my dog’s PupPal video?

Unfortunately, no. However, you can rest assured that the person that receives your PupPal video will be very
happy!
I am not able to receive videos. Can I still participate?
Yes, please email us at publiced@akc.org.

The AKC isn’t the only group offering titling opportunities. If you are into
Parkour they have a indoor titling program Quarantine Parkour - IDPA (International Dog Parkour Association) is offering an indoor titling program- https://www.dogparkour.org/dog-parkour-tit
Submitted by Monica Nolan
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WHERE HAVE ALL THE DOG SHOWS GONE
By Laurie Burnam
Sung to the tune of Where Have All the Flowers Gone by Peter, Paul & Mary
Where have all the dog shows gone
Long time passing
Where have all the training gone
Long time ago
Where have all my doggies gone
Time to quarantine everyone
Oh, will this ever end
Oh, will this ever end
Where have gone agility courses
Long time passing
Where have gone rally courses
Long time ago
Where have gone obedience classes
Gone to only training at home
Oh, will this ever end
Oh, will this ever end
Where have gone romps in the park
Long time passing
Where have gone hanging at eateries
Long time ago
Where have gone searching for scents
Time to quarantine everyone
Oh, will this ever end
Oh, will this ever end
This will pass I’m sure we know
Have faith and stay at home
Follow rules on safe distancing
Stay healthy is the number one thing
We’ll be okay in the end
Economy will boom once again
Oh, will this ever end
Oh, will this ever end
Just a bit longer we can show
Collect Q’s and titles all a glow
Hang in there you’re not alone
In this together, an adventure with a groan
Seems unfair, how can this be
Who knows just wait and see
Oh, this will soon end
Oh, this will soon end
Love you everyone
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The Coronavirus in dogs is not the same as the one in humans.
We can not catch the dogs corona virus.
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Thank you Carole Hills for sharing this COVID-19 Transmission information she received
from the Pasadena Humane Society & SPCA
Recently, there has been much media coverage around a tiger at the Bronx Zoo that tested positive for COVID
-19. As animal lovers, it’s heartbreaking to think that this terrible virus could be spread to these beautiful creatures.
In light of this news, the question on most of our minds is: what about other cats and companion animals?
Guidance from the CDC, World Health Organization, as well as the USDA and American Veterinary Medical
Association remains the same:
While both cats and dogs can test positive (based on what we’ve seen in Hong Kong and now the Bronx
Zoo), there is no evidence that a dog, cat or any pet can transmit COVID-19 to humans.
Still, there is a risk that humans can transmit the virus to their pets.
What can you do to safeguard your pets during this crisis?
Just as we are practicing social distancing from other people, it’s important for your pets to do so as well. For
their health, don’t let anyone outside your own household pet your dog or cat right now.
If you test positive for COVID-19, see if another member of your household can take care of your pet while
you recover. Now is a great time to connect with your family members, neighbors, and friends to identify
someone who could take care of your pet[s] if needed.
If you have a service animal or you must care for your pet, don’t share food, kiss, hug or cuddle them, and
wash your hands before and after any contact with your pet or service animal.
You should not share dishes, drinking glasses, cups, eating utensils, towels, or bedding with other people or
pets in your home.
Additional guidance on managing pets in homes where people are sick with COVID-19 is available from the
CDC.
Most importantly: Keep your pets at home with you — even if you’re self-quarantined — because it’s the best
place for them to be.
During difficult times like this, there is nothing quite like the love and affection we get from our pet companions. Now more than ever, we need the unconditional support they provide for us just as much as they need us
to keep them safe and healthy.
As always, we are committed to making sure no pet is left behind. Thank you for your support and all that
you’re doing to stay safe at home with your pets.
With gratitude,
Dia DuVernet
President & CEO
Pasadena Humane Society & SPCA
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Plasma Treatment for Fading Puppies Could Offer COVID-19 Clues
By Denise Flaim
Apr 02, 2020 | 4 Minutes

EDITOR’S NOTE: A big, blinking, red stop
sign of warning: There is absolutely no connection between the COVID-19 virus and any
canine coronavirus referenced in this article.
Most importantly, even though dogs can get a
mild respiratory form of the canine-specific
coronavirus, that virus is totally unrelated to
the current human pandemic. Bottom
line: Your dog cannot give you COVID-19.
As the coronavirus pandemic upturns every aspect of
daily life, many Americans are perched on the edge
of not knowing, taking things day by day, and in
some cases, hour by hour. That’s a feeling dog breeders know all too well.
Many dog breeders are used to adapting on the fly when they are expecting a litter. In all but real emergencies
– such as when a Caesarian section is required, or when drugs are needed to jump-start uterine contractions –
puppies are born in a breeder’s home, not a vet’s office. As “mom-and-pop” veterinary practices give way to
big conglomerates, the ability to call a trusted vet for middle-of-the-night assistance is ever-diminishing.
As a result, breeders learn to be creative, trying anything that might prevent the spread of disease and save
their precious puppies. At least one experimental plasma treatment for the COVID-19 virus being explored in
humans – infusing seriously ill patients and at-risk health-care providers with blood plasma from those who
have survived the disease – is strikingly similar to how some breeders treat newborn puppies that have an
equally devastating but entirely different type of canine virus.

Plasma Treatment For Fading Puppies
A viral infection that affects the reproductive organs of grown dogs, canine herpes usually doesn’t produce
symptoms in affected adults. At the very most, it will usually induce a runny nose and sneezing. But if a female who has never had the virus is infected during pregnancy, she can transmit it to her puppies in utero. As
its name suggests, humans cannot be infected by canine herpes virus, which is also seen in coyotes and wolves.
Humans can’t be infected with the canine version of coronavirus, either.
Informally called “fading puppy syndrome,” canine herpes virus causes maddeningly vague and increasingly
distressing symptoms in the first week to 10 days of life, just when newborn puppies start to thrive. The symptoms come on quickly – disinterest in nursing, labored breathing, nasal discharge, and agonizing, non-stop crying. Then, one by one, the puppies slip away, leaving the breeder feeling helpless and heartbroken.
As has been proposed for human COVID-19 treatment, some breeders have had success in treating these
“fading puppies” with injections of plasma spun down from the blood of dogs that have already had the disease. That approach is grounded in basic immunological principles, says Dr. Jerry Klein, chief veterinary officer for the American Kennel Club.
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Plasma Treatment for Fading Puppies Could
Offer COVID-19 Clues—Continued

“We all know that the best protection against a disease is
getting it and recovering from it,” he says. “That’s the
premise of a vaccine,” which tricks the body into thinking it has the disease. It then prompts the body to produce antibodies to fight the invader. In this way, if the
“real” version of the disease strikes, the body is primed
to neutralize it.
In the case of COVID-19, a safe and viable vaccine is
still at least a year away, according to most experts. While a vaccine for canine herpes virus is available overseas, it is not approved in the United States. The plasma treatment skips that step of triggering the immune
response in the infected patient. Instead, the injections rely on the antibodies circulating in the donor’s blood
to repel the disease in their new host. In the case of canine herpes virus, however, knowledge of how the disease progresses and how long antibodies are present after exposure is crucial.

How Plasma Treatment Works In Dogs
Dr. W. Jean Dodds, founder of Hemopet, the nation’s first nonprofit animal blood bank, notes that plasma injections are only helpful if the donor has a significant number of circulating antibodies. And in the case of canine herpes virus, she says, “the highest titers are usually present only in the first three months after the dog
has recovered from it.”
The most obvious choice for plasma treatment is the dam of the litter. Dogs are pregnant for only about two
months, and when exposure happens during that time, the new mother should in theory still have a good number of circulating antibodies. That’s all well and good, says Dodds – “unless it’s a Chihuahua,” or any other
small breed that simply can’t provide enough blood to generate plasma for all the puppies. Time is also of the
essence when treating the disease.
“If you treat these early signs with herpes-recovered plasma, all or least some of the puppies should survive,”
Dodds says, noting that it’s advisable to treat the whole litter as soon as one puppy shows relevant symptoms.
The plasma is injected subcutaneously, or under the skin, as well as intraperitoneally, or into the abdomen.
She does note, though, that with the latter method, there is a risk of piercing a young puppy’s organs or bowel.
Dodds says another issue is finding a vet clinic with a large enough centrifuge, which is needed to spin the
drawn blood into plasma. Teaching hospitals at veterinary universities and larger urban emergency and specialty clinics are often a good bet in this regard.
One option for breeders with at-risk litters or a family of dogs that have known herpes issues is to draw the
anticoagulated blood of any dog recently recovered from herpes, spin it, and freeze the plasma in smaller
amounts in the event it will be needed in the future. That’s exactly what Dodds did for a client who was desperate to get a female puppy out of her Rottweiler to carry on the bloodline. The mother had already lost two
litters to the herpes virus. Apparently unable to resolve the virus, she presumably kept reinfecting her newborns.
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Plasma Treatment for Fading Puppies Could Offer COVID-19 Clues—Continued

You can find this article on the AKC website:
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/dog-breeding/puppy
-plasma-treatment-could-offer-covid-19-clues/

Clues For COVID-19 In Humans
The Rottweiler’s third and final litter yielded four puppies, which were injected with their mother’s thawed
plasma. Two survived – including that much-longed-for female. While not a perfect ending, it was still a happy one. While every virus is different, and it remains to be seen how effective injections of “convalescent
plasma” might be in human COVID-19 patients, plasma treatment in dogs offers a glimmer of hope at a time
when we need it most.
The AKC is here to help dog owners adapt to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Find answers to all your
coronavirus concerns, plus at-home activity ideas, training tips, educational resources, and more at our
‘Coping With Coronavirus COVID-19′ hub.
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https://www.akc.org/sports/trick-dog/

Dear AKC CGC Evaluators,

While dog owners are staying at home practicing social distancing and dog trainers are suffering a loss
of business, the AKC Family Dog Program is pleased to announce that dog owners may teach their dogs
tricks at home and submit a video to an AKC CGC Evaluator for review and approval. This applies to all
levels of AKC Trick Dog training. AKC Trick Dog resources can be found here.
How It Works
1. Dog owners teach tricks to their dogs at home
2. When the dog has learned the tricks for the title, the dog owner sends a video (via a link, etc) of the
dog performing the tricks to an AKC CGC Evaluator.
3. The Evaluator reviews the video. Any fee arrangements for the Evaluator's time are between the
Evaluator and the dog owner.
4. Once the Evaluator reviews and approves the video, the Evaluator sends a copy of the Video Verification form
1. to the DOG OWNER confirming that the dog passed the test, and
2. to AKC at trickdog@akc.org
Then, to apply for the title, the DOG OWNER must send to AKC:
1. a copy of the VIDEO VERIFICATION form from the Evaluator (the Evaluator will also send
a copy to AKC)
2. the Trick Dog Title Application, and

3. TRICKS CHECKLIST (for each title level submitted).
 Dog owners may choose to still have their Tricks test witnessed in person
 Evaluators may choose whether or not they will offer video reviews
See a list of CGC Evaluators here
For any questions, contact cgc@akc.org.
I just did this with Max and Morgan—very easy to do. Once the dogs know the tricks, do
a video and remember all the tricks have to be done twice, and if on the form it says to
do it 3 times then that particular trick has to be done 3 times (like the doggie pushups in
Novice Tricks) . As it says any payment for evaluation is between you and the evaluator.
I posted the video’s up on You Tube and sent the link to the evaluator. Once the evaluator reviewed the video she filled out the video evaluation form with her name and evaluator number and she filled out the Novice Tricks form with the tricks checked off and
put her name and evaluator number on the form. She emailed both forms to me.
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We have several of our club members that are AKC Trick Dog evaluators and they will be doing Trick Dog
testing for free.
Please contact them directly for information on getting your videos, You Tube links to them for verification
of your dogs tricks. They will also let you know how to get your forms to them.

The members that have contacted me that they are doing the video evaluations for free are:
Monica Nolan—nolanmilano@gmail.com
Lindia Brown—lindialindia@sbcglobal.net
Kathy Spilos—kathy@spilos.net
Linda Brooks—message7@pacbell.net

And for those AGILITY enthusiasts—Monica Nolan submitted this link from Dec 2012—
long before COVID-19, but great for practice sequences in
a lot of different available sizes.
This site has 72 free backyard agility courses. I was able
to set up the Novice jumps in an area smaller than the recommended 25x30, just lowered the jumps. Gave us both
some much needed practice.
https://www.agilitynerd.com/blog/agility/courses/
steve/72-backyard-sequences/
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Laurie Burnam & Scusi—
March 7 & 8, 2020, High Desert Agility Club, Tapo Cyn Park, Simi Valley, CA:
Time 2 Beat
Master Fast

100 Q 5th place

7 points

100 Q 3rd place 75 points

Master Standard 100 Q 6th place 18 MACH points
Master Fast

100 Q

4th place

Master Jumpers 100 Q 4th place

76 points

9 MACH points

Master Standard 100 Q 8th place 16 MACH points
803 MACH points to date, made that goal ;-)
18th double Q towards MACH, 2 more to go!
10th Triple Q with Fast, Standard and Jumpers, achieving her TQX, Triple Qualifying Excellent title
#79 Weeeeee!

Robyn Zeldon and Luca
Luca got her ORT title on March 7, 2020.

Monica Nolan and Augie
Augie earned his Canine Good Citizen on March
11th. After much practicing, he’s finally able to greet
folks without jumping. My puppy is growing up! My
thanks to Joanie Shugar for doing the evaluation.
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Kathy Spilos and Voltan
In between rain showers at the Australian Cattle Dog Club of
Greater Los Angeles’ trials, Kathy Spilos says Votan gave her a
magnificent run on March 14, to which the judge added
“stunning” in her comments! In doing so, Votan finished the
second of his entry level herding titles, and happily gets to add
“PT” to the initials behind his name! Votan says his family,
who joined him when he completed his first leg the week before
at IEHDA’s trial, gave him the pep-talk he needed to complete
the task the following week. Here is Votan with his GSD family
and also celebrating with Kathy and judge, Kathy Murphy!
Votan with Kathy and judge
Kathy Murphy

Votan (far left) with his mom Rhea, sister
Sabine, uncle Ukon and aunt Paloma!
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Laurie Burnam and Tesla
My only brag is I got Tesla to find a metal scented utility article in a pile of 5 unscented loose metal articles.
Started with just one scented article retrieve and worked
my way up to more in the pile. : Also working on not
going nuts when she sees another dog or person on our
walks, as it is not time to socialize. Hard to be a grown
up puppy.

Debbie Lang with Max (Aussie) and Morgan (Elkhound)
We did a video submission for the Novice Trick dog title and
they both passed.
The AKC is now allowing evaluations to be done by video
submissions for all levels of Trick dog titles.
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Answers to Crossword Puzzle
Across

Down

2—Love

1—Woof

3– Drool

4—Pads

6—Bark

5—Collar

7—Treat

7—Toy

8—Leash
9—Wagging

In these times be sure to have all your bases
covered, the 3 essentials, then tuck in at home
and ride it out!
Best wishes to all!
Allison Pobirs and Ladd
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General Meeting—Friday April 17th, 6:30 PM
Online Presentation by Dr. Gael Parks
On Acupuncture
Contact Carole Hills to RSVP and get Access Codes
chills37@aol.com
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